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Adjustable palm rest

Anatomical grips
for air-, sport- and free pistols
With three unequalled benefits:
With the new palm rest you can adjust exactly
the grip width, with your hand in the grip.
5 grip parameter (size, side, form, angle,
volume) make it possible to find the optimum
grip for you.

After loosen the
lateral jam screw,
infinitely
adjust the
palmrest with the
two setscrews,
separately front
and rear.
You can do this holding the pistol
in your hand!

On our free pistol grip you can adjust the back
hand support to the current thickness of your
hand.
0°

XL ......100 mm hand width
“
L ..........95 mm
“
M.........90 mm
“
S ..........85 mm
“
XS .......80 mm

Side

The hand width should be
measured across the knuckles,
without the thumb.

Angle

Size

5 sizes are available:

All grips are available for right
or left handed shooters
(without extra charge)!

The lateral grip angle of
the 0°-version of our grips
is calculated so that the
shooter can reach behind
the gun, with barrel axis
and forearm forming a
line.
Some shooters may have
problems holding the pistol
this way, due to anatomical
reasons:

For right-handed shooters
aiming with the left eye,
or for shooters who have
steady a left angled front
sight, all grips are also
available in a version
angled 7° around the grip
axis towards the trigger
finger.

7°

This angling is also
beneficial for shooters
with short fingers.

normal

To fill the hand completely, you have
the choice between a:
- convex (for a normal men’s hand)
or a
- flat (for short or big hands)
palm area.

thick

Volume

flat

Form

convex

For shooters with disproportionately long
hands the grips are also available with a thicker
volume. With it the hand is 5mm back, so the
trigger finger doesn’t reach so far into the
trigger area.

